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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Clinical diagnosis and management of large
bowel disease is made difficult by the non-specific nature
of symptoms and a significant overlap in the presentation
of different pathologic processes affecting it. Computed
Tomography (CT) is being increasingly used for the
diagnostic evaluation of large bowel lesions.
Aim: Present study describes the role of Multidetector CT
in evaluation of suspected large bowel lesions in patients
referred to the Radiology Department.
Materials and Methods: In this observational study, data
was collected from patients of suspected large bowel
lesions referred to MGM Hospital and Research Institute,
Aurangabad. Total 30 patients were enrolled during
November 2014 to November 2016. Patients presenting with
the symptoms related to altered bowel habits/abdomen,
positive large bowel wall findings on plain CT, large
bowel lesions detected on ultrasound, history of trauma
undergoing CT-scan with large bowel wall thickening on
USG/CT were included. All patients were followed up to
therapeutic/biopsy/operative diagnosis. Histopathological
reports helped in the retrospective confirmation of the
provisional diagnosis on Multidetector CT.

Results: Overall most of the cases (benign + malignant)
were reported in the age group of 41-60 years (53.3%).
Bleeding per rectum and weight loss was the most
common presentation (23.5%) amongst malignant
lesions. Loose stool and vomiting (30.8%) was the most
common presentation amongst all the benign lesions.
The most common location for malignant lesions was
rectum (52.9%) and for benign lesions was the long
segment extending from transverse to sigmoid colon
(23.1%). Malignant lesions showed heterogeneous mixed
attenuation (100%), marked thickening (88.2%) and
asymmetric thickening (88.2%). Benign lesions showed
homogenous attenuation (92.3%), mild thickening (84.6%)
and symmetrical thickening (92.3%). Focal thickening was
seen in most of the malignant lesions (76.5%) and none
presented with diffuse thickening. Both focal and diffuse
thickening were seen in benign lesions (38.5%) followed
by segmental involvement (23.1%). All of the benign
lesions were associated with peripheral fat stranding.
Amongst the malignant lesions, 70.6% showed presence
of surrounding fat stranding.
Conclusion: From the study results, it can be stated that
MDCT has a high predictive value in the diagnosis and
differentiation of benign and malignant lesions of the large
bowel.
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Introduction
The differential diagnosis for thickening of the large bowel wall
includes conditions like neoplasia, inflammation, infection or
ischaemia [1]. In the earlier period, standard barium studies of
the gastrointestinal tract were done for the detection of bowel
wall thickening. However, the advent of CT has made it possible
to demonstrate the true extra-luminal extent of pathology
and it has been highly valued in the evaluation of bowel wall
thickening [2]. Macari and Balthazar [3] have suggested that
careful analysis of CT parameters like degree of involvement,

extent and symmetry of thickening; pattern of attenuation and
enhancement; and associated findings avoid most pitfalls as
well as provide a diagnosis of primary intestinal lesions, or offer
a pertinent differential diagnosis. It has been also reported
that study and differentiation of CT patterns, along with the
analysis of geographic and morphologic features of bowel
wall, can help in narrowing down the diagnostic possibilities,
especially in the differentiation of benign neoplasm from
malignant neoplasm [4].
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MaterialS and Methods
In this observational study, data was collected from patients
of suspected large bowel lesions who were referred to MGM
Hospital and Research Institute, Aurangabad, Maharashtra,
India. A total of 30 patients were included in the study. Study
was done for a period of two years from November 2014 to
November 2016. Approval of the study protocol was taken
from the Institutional Ethics Committee of the Institute prior
to commencement of the study. Informed consent was taken
from each participant prior to enrolment in the study.
Inclusion criteria: (a) Patients presenting with symptoms
related to altered bowel habits/abdomen, (b) Patients with
positive large bowel wall findings on plain CT, (c) Patients with
large bowel lesions detected on ultrasound and (d) Patients
with history of trauma undergoing CT scan with large bowel
wall thickening on USG/CT were also included in the study.
Exclusion criteria: Patients with deranged renal function,
pregnant females and those not willing to give consent were
excluded from the study.
Follow-up: All the patients were followed-up to therapeutic/
biopsy/ operative diagnosis. Histopathological reports helped
in the retrospective confirmation of the provisional diagnosis
on MDCT.
CT protocol for bowel imaging: A 16 slice TOSHIBA
AQUILLION CT scanner was used for this study. Each patient
was given orally administered colon-cleaning preparation 12
hours prior to CT examination and ingested 1-1.5 L of water/
oral contrast shortly before scanning with or without rectal
contrast (SOS). Degree of distension of bowel was assessed
by standard CT scout imaging. The criterion for acceptability
of image was visualisation of all colonic segments in a well
distended state.
Contrast-enhanced MDCT scans were obtained from the
diaphragmatic dome to the anal verge with the patient in the
supine position after intravenous injection of 80-100 ml non
ionic iodinated contrast agent (iopromide 350, omnipaque
350, iopamidol 35-370 or vizipaq 320) was administered at
3 mL/sec. Arterial phase CT acquisitions (start delay: 25-35
seconds) and portal venous phase CT acquisitions (start
delay: 50- 70 seconds) were done with a 5 mm section width.
Reconstruction of the images with 1 mm sections was done.
All CT data were transferred to an Apple Osirix workstation for
evaluation. Reconstruction was not only done in coronal and
Ascending Colon Descending Colon
Malignancy (n=17)
Benign (n=13)
Total (n=30)

sagittal planes but also in the axial plane. The technique of
reconstruction implemented on all workstations for immediate
availability of the needed views. With modern MDCT
technique, the “in-plane” and “through-plane” resolution is
the same, leading to isotropic voxel resolution in the volume,
which makes reconstruction in all planes possible without loss
of information.

Statistical analysis
Data was entered into Microsoft excel datasheet and was
analyzed using SPSS 22 version software. Categorical data
was represented in the form of frequencies and proportions.
Chi-square was used as test of significance.

Results
Most of the malignant cases were found in age group 51-60
years (35.3%) and 41-50 years (29.4%), none of the cases
were reported in early age group of 10-20 years. Most of
the benign cases were reported in age group of 21-30 years
(30.8%). There were equal proportion of benign cases i.e.
23.1% each from age groups of 10 - 20 years and 41 - 50
years. Overall most of the cases (benign + malignant) were
reported in age group of 41-60 years (53.3%). Among the
17 malignant cases, 10 were males and 7 were females
whereas, among the 13 benign cases 8 were males and 5
were females.
Bleeding per rectum and weight loss was the most common
presentation (23.5%) amongst malignant lesions. Loose stool
and vomiting (30.8%) was the most common presentation
amongst all the benign lesions [Table/Fig-1].
Pain

PR Consti- Weight Vomi- Loose
Bleed pation
loss
ting stools

Malignancy
(n=17)

17.6% 23.5%

Benign
(Inflammatory/
Infective)
(n=13)

23.1%

7.7%

17.6%
--

23.5% 17.6%
7.7%

--

30.8% 30.8%

[Table/Fig-1]: Clinical features in patients with large bowel lesions.

Amongst all the malignant lesions the most common location
was of rectum (52.9%) followed by combined location of
sigmoid colon and rectum (29.4%). Amongst all the benign
lesions most common involved location was that of long
segment extending from transverse to sigmoid colon (23.1%)
[Table/Fig-2].

Rectum

A*

B*

C*

D*

E*

F*

5.9%

52.9%

0

0

29.4%

0

0

0

0

0

15.4%

15.4%

23.1%

0

15.4%

15.4%

15.4%

6.7%

3.3%

36.7%

6.7%

10.0%

16.7%

6.7%

6.7%

6.7%

11.8%

[Table/Fig-2]: Location of the large bowel lesion.

*Caecum - 1, ascending colon - 2, transverse colon - 3, descending colon - 4, sigmoid colon - 5, rectum - 6, anal canal – 7.
A = 1, 2, 3. B = 3, 4, 5. C = 5, 6. D = 2, 3. E = 3, 4. F = 1, 2.
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Histopathology
Finding
Malignancy

Homogenous
Attenuation

Heterogeneous
Stratified Attenuation

Heterogeneous
Mixed Attenuation

Total

0

0

17

17

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

12

1

0

13

92.3%

7.7%

0.0%

100.0%

Count
Percentage

Benign

Count
Percentage

Total

Count
Percentage

12

1

17

30

40.0%

3.3%

56.7%

100.0%

[Table/Fig-3]: Attenuation on MDCT of the large bowel lesions.

The p-value < 0.05 was significant for difference in malignant
and benign lesions with respect to attenuation. All of the
malignant lesions showed heterogeneous mixed attenuation.
Most of the benign lesions showed homogenous attenuation
(92.3%) [Table/Fig-3].
The p-value < 0.05 was significant for difference in malignant
and benign lesions with respect to mild or marked thickening.
Marked thickening was seen in most of malignant lesions
(88.2%). Mild thickening was seen in most of benign lesions
(84.6%) [Table/Fig-4].

Malignancy
Benign
Total

Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage

Mild
Thickening

Marked
Thickening

Total

2

15

17

11.8%

88.2%

100.0%

11

2

13

84.6%

15.4%

100.0%

13

17

30

43.3%

56.7%

100.0%

thickening was seen in most of the malignant lesions (76.5%)
and none presented with diffuse thickening. Both focal and
diffuse thickening were seen in benign lesions (38.5%) followed
by segmental involvement (23.1%) [Table/Fig-6].
Enlarged lymph nodes were seen in both benign (76.9%) and
malignant (70.6%) lesions, which was not significant (p-value
= 0.697) [Table/Fig-7].
Focal Segmental Diffuse
Thicke- Thicke- Thickening
ning
ning
Malignancy
Benign
Total

The p-value < 0.05 was significant for difference in malignant
and benign lesions with respect to extent of thickening. Focal
Symmetric
Malignancy
Benign
Total

Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage

Asymmetric

Total

2

15

17

11.8%

88.2%

100.0%

12

1

13

92.3%

7.7%

100.0%

14

16

30

46.7%

53.3%

100.0%

[Table/Fig-5]: Symmetric of the large bowel thickening on MDCT.

Percentage
Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage

13

4

0

17

76.5%

23.5%

0.0%

100.0%

5

3

5

13

38.5%

23.1%

38.5%

100.0%

18

7

5

30

60.0%

23.3%

16.7%

100.0%

[Table/Fig-6]: Extent of thickening of the large bowel on MDCT.

[Table/Fig-4]: Degree of bowel wall thickening on MDCT in large
bowel lesions.

The p-value < 0.05 was significant for difference in malignant
and benign lesions with respect to symmetry of thickening.
Most of the malignant lesions were associated with asymmetric
thickening (88.2%). Amongst benign lesion most common CT
finding was that of symmetrical thickening (92.3%) [Table/
Fig-5].

Count

Total

Present
Malignancy
Benign
Total

Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage

Absent

Total

12

5

17

70.6%

29.4%

100.0%

10

3

13

76.9%

23.1%

100.0%

22

8

30

73.3%

26.7%

100.0%

[Table/Fig-7]: Lymph node involvement in large bowel wall
lesions.

The p-value < 0.05 was significant for difference in malignant
and benign lesions with respect to fat stranding. All of the
benign lesions were associated with peripheral fat stranding.
Amongst the entire malignant lesions, 70.6% showed
presence of surrounding fat stranding which was not seen in
29.4% of the lesions [Table/Fig-8].
Amongst malignant lesions the most common infiltration
of adjacent viscera was that of cervix (11.8%) followed by
bladder (5.9%). No invasion was noticed in 82.4% cases.
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Malignancy
Benign
Total

Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage
Count
Percentage
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Discussion

Present

Absent

Total

12

5

17

70.6%

29.4%

100.0%

13

0

13

100.0%

0.0%

100.0%

25

5

30

83.3%

16.7%

100.0%

[Table/Fig-8]: Fat stranding observed in large bowel lesions.

Most common site of metastasis in malignant lesions was that
of liver (17.6%) followed by lung (11.8%) and bone (5.9%).
There were no metastases seen in 64.7% cases.
Obstruction was present in 17.6% of the malignant and 15.4%
of benign lesions, it was absent in most of both the benign
and malignant cases.
[Table/Fig-9,10] are among the images of large bowel wall
lesions on MDCT from our study.
On overall analysis for diagnosis of large bowel pathologies,
MDCT had a sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 92.0%, and
positive predictive value of 94.4% and a negative predictive
value of 100%.

[Table/Fig-9]: CECT axial Image showing malignant mass in rectum
confirmed on histopathology.

As per the observations of our study, amongst all the malignant
lesions the most common location was of rectum (52.9%)
followed by combined location of sigmoid colon and rectum
(29.4%). Bhatt CJ et al., study [5] done recently in Gujarat
state of India also reported that the most common malignant
lesion involving large bowel was adenocarcinoma and rectosigmoid region was the most frequent site of involvement
noted in 64% patients.
In our study of MDCT in large bowel lesions, out of the total 13
benign cases, 12 cases (92.3%) had homogenous attenuation
and 1 case (7.7%) had heterogeneous stratified attenuation. Of
the 17 malignant cases, all (100%) had heterogeneous mixed
attenuation on CT. This is in agreement with studies done by
Balthazar EJ et al., [6] and Roccasalva et al., [7] who have told
that homogenous attenuation is a feature of benign disease
(inflammatory/infective) and heterogeneous attenuation is
a feature of malignancy. In our study, most of the malignant
lesions were associated with asymmetric thickening (88.2%),
while amongst benign lesions, most common CT finding was
that of symmetrical thickening (92.3%). Karpagam B et al.,
reviewed imaging spectrum of large intestinal lesions and
concluded that in their series, lesions of focal asymmetric wall
thickening were malignant [8]. Desai RK et al., studied CT
evaluation of bowel wall thickening and suggested that signs
which can be useful for differentiation of malignant from benign
lesions of gastrointestinal tract wall thickening were symmetry
of thickening with symmetric thickening common in benign
and asymmetric thickening or focal wall thickening common
in malignant lesions [2]. Wittenberg J et al., have also reported
similar observations in relation to CT findings in benign and
malignant disease [4]. Horton KM et al., have reported that
primary adenocarcinoma on CT evaluation presents as a soft
tissue mass which is discrete or may present as thickening of
colonic wall which is focal and asymmetric [9].
Bhatt CJ et al., studied 100 cases of large bowel lesions
with MDCT and concluded that MDCT proved to be “the
imaging modality of choice” for bowel lesion [5]. With the
ever increasing use of MDCT in the initial diagnostic workup
of gastrointestinal symptoms, colon cancer is being identified
first by the radiologists. Moreover, MDCT is not only being
used for primary identification of pathology but also for the
preoperative evaluation of staging and the identification of
recurrence of tumour [9,10].

Limitation

[Table/Fig-10]: CECT coronal image showing oedematous bowel
wall thickening of ascending colon up to hepatic flexure.
20

This was an observational and hospital based study
design. Also the sample size was small and maybe non
representative.
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Conclusion
From the study results, it can be stated that MDCT has a high
predictive value in the diagnosis and differentiation of benign
and malignant lesions of the large bowel. Nature of bowel wall
thickening (focal, segmental, diffuse), degree and symmetry
of bowel wall thickening, pattern of the attenuation and fat
stranding are among the important parameters which help in
diagnosis and differentiation of benign and malignant lesions
of the large bowel.
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